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A Level Law Textbook
Right here, we have countless book a level law textbook and
collections to check out. We additionally have the funds for variant
types and moreover type of the books to browse. The customary book,
fiction, history, novel, scientific research, as skillfully as various
supplementary sorts of books are readily simple here.
As this a level law textbook, it ends up innate one of the favored
book a level law textbook collections that we have. This is why you
remain in the best website to see the incredible books to have.
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A Level Law Textbook
Level: A-level Subject: Law First Teaching: September 2017 First Exam:
June 2018 This student book is an OCR endorsed textbook. Accurately
cover the breadth of content in the new 2017 OCR AS and A Level
specifications with this textbook written by leading A Level Law
authors.

OCR AS/A Level Law Book 1: Amazon.co.uk: Martin ...
AS and A-level Law textbooks (print and digital) Many educational
books and digital resources are published each year to support
qualifications. To help you find the right resource for your students,
we work with publishers to ensure that their textbooks align with our
specifications using our approval process.
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AQA | Subjects | Law | AS and A-level Law textbooks (print ...
AQA Law for A-level Year 2. Authors: Jacqueline Martin, Nicholas Price
and Richard Wortley Publisher: Hodder Education ISBN-13: 9781510401747
Publication date: April 2018

AQA | Textbooks
These engaging and accessible textbooks provide detailed coverage of
the new 2017 OCR AS and A level Law specification. From leading law
authors Jacqueline Martin, Richard Wortley and Nicholas Price, they
comprehensive, authoritative and updated with important changes to the
law. OCR AS/A Level Law Book 1 Student eTextbook

AS and A Level - Law - H015, H415 (from 2017) - OCR
A Level Law Books A Level Law Books Most of the time at A level and AS
level buying your own textbooks isn’t required in the same way it is
at university. However buying the right one can really help further
your understanding and can help you write even better answers when it
comes to exam time.

A Level Law Books - Studying UK Law
This engaging and accessible textbook provides coverage of the new AQA
A-level Law specification and features authoritative and up-to-date
material on the important changes to the law. - Book 1 covers all
mandatory units for AS-level and for year 1 of a two-year course. Important, up-to-date and interesting cases and scenarios highlight
key points.

AQA A-level Law for Year 1/AS: Amazon.co.uk: Martin ...
Discover our range of A Level and GCSE Law books, online Dynamic
Learning and Magazine resources

Law A Level - Workbooks, Resources & Revision Guides
The book is in three sections: Structure and operation of the English
legal system, Law of contract and Law of tort. The text is up-to-date
as well as engaging and wide-ranging. Relevant case examples
illustrate the key topics. Further information and sample material for
this resource > Publisher website. Publisher: Hodder Education: Author

Cambridge International AS and A Level Law (9084)
A Level Law books Find A Level Law books relating to both the AQA and
OCR specifications. Whilst care has been taken to select quality and
up to date A Level Law books, occassionally Amazon may change the
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books displayed to later editions if the latest edition is out of
stock.

A Level Law books
Browse our law textbooks Select the category you’re interested in
below to see the textbooks we recommend. Need some textbooks for A
level, university or in legal practice? On this part of the site we’ll
take a look at some of the best law textbooks to help you with your
studies no matter which stage you’re at. Just … Continue reading "Law
Textbooks"

Law Textbooks - Studying UK Law
Cambridge International AS and A Level Law (9084) The syllabus
encourages students to appreciate law in real-world situations through
an understanding of the main principles of the law of England and
Wales. Students develop analysis and problem-solving skills and learn
to communicate legal argument.

Cambridge International AS and A Level Law (9084)
The book content is divided into chapters matched to the sections of
the AQA Law speci?cation for Units 1 and 2. Unit 1A (Law-making) and
1B (The legal system) cover Unit 1. Unit 2A (Criminal liability), 2B
(Tort) and 2C (The law of contract) cover Unit 2. The features in this
book include: In this topic you will learn how to:

1946 aqa Law AS 2e(cvr)-not endorsed
Our AS/A level Law specification enable learners to develop an
understanding of both public and private law within the law of Wales
and England and develop skills which will prepare them for further
undergraduate study and future careers.

A/AS Level Law
Law ‘A’ level Introduction 4 Textbooks This course is NOT selfcontained, and has been designed to be used in conjunction with: AQA
Law for AS by Jacqueline Martin (Hodder Education, 2015, 6th ed.)
ISBN-13: 978-1471850219 and AQA Law A2 by Guy Blundell, Emma Bateman,
Peter Smith, John Wilman & Pam Whelan (Nelson Thornes, 2013, 2nd ed.)

Law Introduction ‘A’ level
A second fiction book, Lee’s novel is about racism and society in
1930s America. Like Bleak House, it’s a classic in its own right.The
specific relevance to Law students is that its main character, Atticus
Finch, is a lawyer tasked with defending a man shunned by everyone
else.
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10 Books Every Law Student Should Read - Oxford Scholastica
A treatise on the law of certiorari at common law and under the
statutes. This book includes the writings of major legal theorists,
including Sir Edward Coke, Sir William Blackstone, James Fitzjames
Stephen, Frederic William Maitland, John Marshall, Joseph Story,
Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr. and Roscoe Pound, among others.

Free Law Books Download | Ebooks Online TextBooks
Our A Level in Law fosters students’ interest in law and helps them
develop knowledge and skills relevant to further study of law and
other subjects. Students will develop their knowledge of the law in
England, and the interaction between law, morals, justice, society and
technology. Specification code: H415 Qualification number: 603/0706/7

AS and A Level - Law - H015, H415 (from 2017) - OCR
Search by Author and Title to find all editions, including older ones.
An ISBN is a 10 or 13-digit number that identifies a specific book or
edition. Use it to buy the books you need for school. AbeBooks.co.uk
has been helping students find cheap textbooks for years. Thousands of
students each year ...

Exam board: AQA Level: A-level Subject: Law First teaching: September
2017 First exams: Summer 2019 This title has been selected for an AQA
approval process. Accurately cover the breadth of content in the new
2017 AQA A-level specification with this textbook written by leading
Law authors, Jacqueline Martin, Richard Wortley and Nicholas Price.
This engaging and accessible textbook provides coverage of the new AQA
A-level Law specification and features authoritative and up-to-date
material on the important changes to the law. - Book 2 includes the
second section of all mandatory units and both the Human Rights Law
and Contract Law optional units. - Important, up-to-date and
interesting cases and scenarios highlight key points. - Discussion and
activity tasks increase your students' understanding of more difficult
concepts. - Practice questions and 'check your understanding'
questions to help you prepare for your exams. Authors: - Jacqueline
Martin LLM has ten years' experience as a practising barrister and has
taught law at all levels. - Richard Wortley has taught law at all
levels. He has held a number of examining and assessing roles over the
past 25 years. He retired from a management position in a large FE
College to work freelance in law teacher support, writing and
assessment work. - Nicholas Price is an experienced teacher of Law and
an A-Level Law textbook author.
These engaging and accessible textbooks provide detailed coverage of
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the new 2017 OCR A level Law specification. From leading law authors
Jacqueline Martin, Richard Wortley and Nicholas Price, it is
comprehensive, authoritative and updated with important changes to the
law. Important, up-to-date and interesting cases and scenarios
highlight key points. Discussion and activity tasks increase your
students' understanding of more difficult concepts. Examination
practice, practice questions and self-test questions to help your
students prepare for their exams
We are working with Cambridge International Examinations to gain
endorsement for this Student's Book, which offers content in the same
order as the latest syllabus and insight from expert authors on every
paper. - Ensures relevance with up-to-date case examples from around
the world - Gets students focusing on key elements and thinking about
Law in the right way with expert tips throughout - Prepares students
for assessment with examination questions
Exam Board: AQA Level: AS/A-level Subject: Law First Teaching:
September 2017 First Exam: June 2018 This title has been approved by
AQA Accurately cover the breadth of content in the new 2017 AQA Alevel specification with this textbook written by leading Law authors,
Jacqueline Martin and Nicholas Price. This engaging and accessible
textbook provides coverage of the new AQA A-level Law specification
and features authoritative and up-to-date material on the important
changes to the law. - Book 1 covers all mandatory units for AS-level
and for year 1 of a two-year course. - Important, up-to-date and
interesting cases and scenarios highlight key points. - Discussion and
activity tasks increase your understanding of more difficult concepts.
- Practice questions and 'check your understanding' questions to help
your students prepare for their exams. Authors: - Jacqueline Martin
LLM has ten years' experience as a practising barrister and has taught
law at all levels. - Nicholas Price is an experienced teacher of Law
and an A-Level Law textbook author.
These engaging and accessible textbooks provide detailed coverage of
the new 2017 OCR A level Law specification. From leading law authors
Jacqueline Martin, Richard Wortley and Nicholas Price, it is
comprehensive, authoritative and updated with important changes to the
law. Important, up-to-date and interesting cases and scenarios
highlight key points. Discussion and activity tasks increase your
students' understanding of more difficult concepts. Examination
practice, practice questions and self-test questions to help your
students prepare for their exams
Exam board: OCR Level: A-level Subject: Law First teaching: September
2017 First exams: Summer 2019 This student book will be selected for
OCR endorsement process. Accurately cover the breadth of content in
the new 2017 OCR A Level specifications with this textbook written by
leading A Level Law authors. This engaging and accessible textbook
contains complete coverage of the full A Level specification. From
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leading law authors Jacqueline Martin, Richard Wortley and Nicholas
Price, it is comprehensive, authoritative and updated with important
changes to the law. - Book 2 covers the A Level material beyond AS. Important, up-to-date and interesting cases and scenarios highlight
key points. - Discussion and activity tasks increase your students'
understanding of more difficult concepts. - Practice questions and
self-test questions to help your students prepare for their exams.
This student book includes: - Criminal Law (Additional A Level
content) - The Law of Tort (Additional A Level content) - The Nature
of Law - Human Rights Law - The Law of Contract Authors: - Jacqueline
Martin LLM has ten years' experience as a practising barrister and has
taught law at all levels. - Richard Wortley is Director and Head of
Department of the Jill Dando Institute of Security and Crime Science
at University College London. - Nicholas Price is an experienced
teacher of Law and is an A Level Law textbook author.
We are working with Cambridge Assessment International Education to
gain endorsement for this forthcoming title. Build strong subject
knowledge and skills with the only published course to offer full and
comprehensive coverage of the syllabus for examination from 2023.
-Engage with relevant and up-to-date case examples to illustrate key
topics. - Build knowledge with key elements covered and skillstargeted activities throughout. - Test understanding with a range of
activities and exam-style questions. - Extend learning with Internet
research boxes providing opportunities to delve further into topics.
This carefully structured and approachably written text emphasises
active learning and encourages discussion. The first section provokes
the student to examine how the law works and its role in society.
After a central section which introduces Tort and Contract in depth,
the third section challenges readers to solve legal problems in the
key contexts of the marketplace, employment, the family and crime. The
substantial base of case and statute law is brightly and freshly
presented. Emphasising the development of legal skills and the social
context of law, Mothersole and Ridley will kindle the interest of a
new generation of students.
Exam Board: AQA Level: AS/A-level Subject: Law First Teaching:
September 2017 First Exam: June 2018 This title has been approved by
AQA Accurately cover the breadth of content in the new 2017 AQA Alevel specification with this textbook written by leading Law authors,
Jacqueline Martin and Nicholas Price. This engaging and accessible
textbook provides coverage of the new AQA A-level Law specification
and features authoritative and up-to-date material on the important
changes to the law. - Book 1 covers all mandatory units for AS-level
and for year 1 of a two-year course. - Important, up-to-date and
interesting cases and scenarios highlight key points. - Discussion and
activity tasks increase your understanding of more difficult concepts.
- Practice questions and 'check your understanding' questions to help
your students prepare for their exams. Authors: - Jacqueline Martin
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LLM has ten years' experience as a practising barrister and has taught
law at all levels. - Nicholas Price is an experienced teacher of Law
and an A-Level Law textbook author.
This fully updated and accessible textbook combines Year 1 and Year 2
content for the refreshed OCR specification with brand new cases,
activities and features to provide comprehensive support for the A
level course. Written by experts Nigel Briggs, Nick Price and Richard
Wortley, and edited by Sue Teal, the content is carefully tailored to
the OCR specification. - Develop conceptual understanding with full
coverage of all topics in the OCR A level specification in one book. Establish a firm understanding with key term definitions and tables of
relevant cases and legislation for each topic. - Build sound knowledge
and analysis throughout the course with knowledge-based questions and
revision summaries at the end of each chapter. This Student Book is
endorsed by OCR - This title fully supports the specification - It has
passed OCR's rigorous quality assurance programme - It is written by
curriculum experts
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